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they brought very little; and to replace them afterwards,
millions were spent. I did not know of this sale, at which
anybody bought who wished, and at very low prices, until
It had commenced; therefore I was unable to hinder «this very
damaging parsimoniousness.
The Regent just about this time was bestowing his favours
right and left with a very prodigal hand; I thought, therefore,
I was fully entitled to ask him for one, which, during the pre-
vious reign, had been so rare, so useful, and accordingly so
difficult to obtain; I mean the right of entering the King's
room—the grandes entries—as it was called, and I attained it
at once.
Since the occasion offers, I may as well explain what are the
different sorts of entrees. The most precious are called the
"grand," which give the right to enter into all the retired places
of the King's apartments, whenever the grand chamberlain and
the chief gentlemen of the chamber enter. The importance of
this privilege, under a King who grants audiences with difficulty,
need not be insisted on. Enjoying it, you can speak with him,
tete-d-tete, whenever you please, without asking his permission,
and -without the knowledge of others; you obtain a familiarity,
too, with him by being able to see him thus in private.
The offices which give this right are, those of grand chamber-
lain, of first gentleman of the chamber, and of grand master of
the wardrobe on annual duty; the children, legitimate and ille-
gitimate, of the King, and the wives and husbands of the latter
enjoy the same right. As for Monsieur and M. le Due d'Orl^ans
they always had these entrees, and as sons of France, were at
liberty to enter and see the King at all hours, but they did not
abuse this privilege. The Due du Maine and the Comte de
Toulouse had the same, which they availed themselves of un-
ceasingly, but by the back stairs.
The second entries, simply called entries, were purely per-
sonal ; no appointment or change gave them. They conferred
the right to see the King at his rising, after the grandes, and
also to see him, but under difficulties, during all the day and
evening.
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